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Nature writings by one of America’s greatest poets, written out of a deep experience of the
Sierras.Over the course of his life, Kenneth Rexroth wrote about the Sierra Nevada better than
anyone. Progressive in terms of environmental ethics and comparable to the writings of
Emerson, Thoreau, Aldo Leopard, Annie Dillard, and Gary Snyder, Rexroth’s poetry and prose
described the way Californians have always experienced and loved the High Sierra. Contained
in this marvelous collection are transcendent nature poems, as well as prose selections from his
memoir An Autobiographical Novel, newspaper columns, published and unpublished WPA
guidebooks, and correspondence. Famed science-fiction writer Kim Stanley Robinson has
compiled a gift for lovers of mountains and poetry both. This volume also contains Robinson’s
introduction and notes, photographs of Rexroth, a map of Rexroth’s travels, and an amazing
astronomical analysis of Rexroth’s poems by the fiction writer Carter Scholz.
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IntroductionKENNETH REXROTH (1905–1982) grew up in the Chicago area, raised mostly by
his mother Delia. She died when he was twelve, and his father, who was never much involved,
died when he was fifteen. After that he lived a bohemian youth in the Roaring Twenties,
spending his teenage years as a truant anarchist and café intellectual, with summer stints as a
horse packer in the Pacific Northwest. At age twenty-two, he and his young wife Andrée
hitchhiked around the American West, and when they arrived in San Francisco they settled
there. “The ocean was at the end of the streetcar line. Down the peninsula and across the
Golden Gate, the Coast Range was still a wilderness, and the High Sierras were a short day’s
trip away. . . . We decided to stay and grow up with the town.”*For the next four decades Rexroth
did that, becoming one of San Francisco’s leading intellectuals. His life was turbulent; he married
four times, raised two daughters, and made his living by literature, though he was also at various
times an organizer for the National Maritime Union, a conscientious objector working as a
psychiatric hospital nurse, a salon host, night-school teacher, radio personality, and newspaper
columnist. Exceptionally well-read, sure of judgment, and clear in expression, he made his
journalism into a kind of ongoing education in the humanities. He consistently defended
classicism and modernism, also Asian cultures, environmental causes, and the erotic and
mystical literary traditions; he just as consistently attacked the military-industrial complex,
imperialism, and the New York literary establishment. He was always slightly ahead of the
zeitgeist, and many aspects of what we think of as California culture were early interests of his.
All his activities together made him the single public intellectual most responsible for the
character of the San Francisco Renaissance, which is often associated with the Beat Generation
and then the Sixties.In this tumultuous San Francisco life Rexroth always had an enduring island
of calm, located on the other side of the state: the Sierra Nevada of California. This high-
mountain range serves as the spine of the California landscape, extending along the east side of
the state from north of Lake Tahoe to the southern end of the Great Central valley. Public land
from the start, the range has become more and more protected as wilderness over the decades.
Like many Californians before him and since, Rexroth took a youthful trip into the High Sierra
and fell in love with the place, and for the rest of his life went back as often he could. In almost
every summer from 1927 to 1967 he hiked and climbed throughout the southern Sierra, usually
taking along rented horses or burros, which allowed him to stay out for a month or six weeks at a
time. He also made shorter spring and fall trips, and ski toured and snow-camped in the winter.
In the thirties he took a few climbing classes with the Sierra Club; these were also the years he
began climbing and skiing in the Sierra with his longtime publisher and friend, James Laughlin of
New Directions. In 1937 he stayed in Yosemite so long that his wife Marie had to explain to
investigators from the relief rolls where he had gone. During the Second World War, gas
rationing slowed him down, as it did everyone, but afterward he went to the Sierra more than
ever, often renting a cabin at Grant Grove for the month of June, writing there while the
snowpack was still heavy, then in August hiking or riding into the high country. He had a few
hiking friends, especially Frank Triest, and he also went frequently with his wives, Andrée, Marie,



and Marthe, and with his daughters Mary and Katherine in their childhood. If you were to add all
of Rexroth’s time in the Sierra together it would come to a total of around five or six years, in
other words about the same amount of time John Muir spent there.This intense and sustained
Sierra experience was crucial to Rexroth, as he often said himself. “I have always felt I was most
myself in the mountains. There I have done the bulk of what is called my creative work. At least it
is in the mountains that I write most of my poetry. . . .There whatever past emotion and
experience I choose to recollect and write down, take on most depth and meaning.”** Though no
single book of Rexroth’s was devoted to the Sierra alone, he wrote about it often enough over
the years that a book’s worth of pages accumulated. This is that book; it contains most of what
Rexroth wrote about the Sierra Nevada.The material comes from many sources, and was written
and published over a period of about forty years, between 1937 and 1980. His mountain poems
form the bulk of the book. Most of these are set in the Sierra Nevada, but there are also some
about Mount Tamalpais in Marin County just north of San Francisco, where Rexroth used a small
sheepherder’s cabin as a getaway; there are one or two about the Rocky Mountains, and one or
two about the stars. The mountain poems among his famous translations of classic Chinese
poetry are also included. Together they make one of the most striking and attractive groups in his
overall body of work.The second part of this book contains most of Rexroth’s prose writing about
the Sierra. Like the poems, these pieces made their first appearance in various places through
the years, including Rexroth’s autobiographical novel, his newspaper columns, and a camping
handbook he wrote for the WPA, never published but now online. A third section includes James
Laughlin’s few descriptions of his mountain adventures with Rexroth, letters between Rexroth
and Laughlin discussing their mountain trips, and an essay by California writer Carter Scholz
discussing the star references in Rexroth’s poetry. These prose selections form an entertaining
composite description of a style of Sierra life common to many Californians in the mid-twentieth
century; they also give us some personal context for the poems, creating a kind of portrait of the
artist as mountaineer.It has been a real pleasure to gather all of Rexroth’s mountain writing and
realize it makes one of the great books about the Sierra Nevada. It can be thought of, perhaps,
as the replacement for Rexroth’s lost WPA handbook, but hugely better—something to take a
permanent place on the shelf of American literature, somewhere between Muir and Snyder.KIM
STANLEY ROBINSON* Kenneth Rexroth, An Autobiographical Novel (New Directions,1991, p.
367).** San Francisco Examiner, August 7, 1960.

From In What Hour (1940)CLIMBING MILESTONE MOUNTAIN, AUGUST 22, 1937For a month
now, wandering over the Sierras,A poem had been gathering in my mind,Details of significance
and rhythm,The way poems do, but still lacking a focus.Last night I remembered the date and it
allBegan to grow together and take on purpose.We sat up late while Deneb moved over the
zenithAnd I told Marie all about Boston, how it lookedThat last terrible week, how hundreds
stood weepingImpotent in the streets that last midnight.I told her how those hours changed the
lives of thousands,How America was forever a different placeAfterwards for many.In the



morningWe swam in the cold transparent lake, the blueDamsel flies on all the reeds like
millionsOf narrow metallic flowers, and I thoughtOf you behind the grille in Dedham,
Vanzetti,Saying, “Who would ever have thought we would make this history?”Crossing the
brilliant mile-square meadowIlluminated with asters and cyclamen,The pollen of the lodgepole
pines driftingWith the shifting wind over it and the blueAnd sulphur butterflies drifting with the
wind,I saw you in the sour prison light, saying,“Goodbye comrade.”In the basin under the
crestWhere the pines end and the Sierra primrose begins,A party of lawyers was shooting at a
whiskey bottle.The bottle stayed on its rock, nobody could hit it.Looking back over the peaks and
canyons from the last lake,The pattern of human beings seemed simplerThan the diagonals of
water and stone.Climbing the chute, up the melting snow and broken rock,I remembered what
you said about Sacco,How it slipped your mind and you demanded it be read into the
record.Traversing below the ragged arête,One cheek pressed against the rockThe wind
slapping the other,I saw you both marching in an armyYou with the red and black flag, Sacco
with the rattlesnake banner.I kicked steps up the last snow bank and cameTo the indescribably
blue and fragrantPolemonium and the dead sky and the sterileCrystalline granite and final
monolith of the summit.These are the things that will last a long time, Vanzetti,I am glad that
once on your day I have stood among them.Some day mountains will be named after you and
Sacco.They will be here and your name with them,“When these days are but a dim remembering
of the timeWhen man was wolf to man.”I think men will be remembering you a long timeStanding
on the mountainsMany men, a long time, comrade.NORTH PALISADE, THE END OF
SEPTEMBER, 1939The sun drops daily down the sky,The long cold crawls near,The aspen
spills its gold in the air,Lavish beyond the mind.This is the last peak, the last climb.New snow
freckles the granite.The imperious seasons have grantedCourage of a different kind.Once more
only in the smotherOf storm will the wary ropeVanquish uncertain routes,This year or
another.Once more only will the peak riseLucent above the dropping storm,Skilled hand and
steadfast foot accordVictory of the brain and eye.Practice is done, the barren lakeThat mirrors
this night’s fireWill hold unwinking unknown starsIn its unblemished glaze.“Now winter nights
enlargeThe number of our hours,”They march to test their power,We to betray their march.Their
rabbit words and weasel mindsPlay at a losing game.Ours is the unity of aim,Theirs the diversity
of pride.Their victories on either sideDrive more deep the iron.Ours is the victory to claim,Ours is
the peace to find.HIKING ON THE COAST RANGEOn the Anniversary of the Killing ofSperry
and Conderakias in theSan Francisco General StrikeTheir Blood Spilled on the PavementOf the
EmbarcaderoThe skirl of the kingfisher was neverMore clear than now, nor the scream of the
jay,As the deer shifts her covert at a footfall;Nor the butterfly tulip ever brighterIn the white spent
wheat; nor the painOf a wasp stab ever an omen more sure;The blood alternately dark and
brilliantOn the blue and white bandana pattern.This is the source of evaluation,This minimal
prince rupert’s drop of blood;The patellae suspended within it,Leucocytes swimming freely
between them,The strands of fibrin, the mysteriousChemistry of the serum; is aloneThe measure
of time, the measure of space,The measure of achievement.There is noOther source than



this.ON WHAT PLANETUniformly over the whole countrysideThe warm air flows imperceptibly
seaward;The autumn haze drifts in deep bandsOver the pale water;White egrets stand in the
blue marshes;Tamalpais, Diablo, St. HelenaFloat in the air.Climbing on the cliffs of Hunter’s
HillWe look out over fifty miles of sinuousInterpenetration of mountains and sea.Leading up a
twisted chimney,Just as my eyes rise to the level
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Milarepa, “Rexroth from the Heights... What a view!. If you love poetry and Kenneth Rexroth as
much as I do you will want this superb, elegant and bijoux volume in your library. At once
passionate, idiosyncratic and full of meditative wonderment for the splendor and grace of his
beloved mountains this book has it all. New Directions should republish it in hard cover so it can
have a proper home. If you are thinking of going back into the Sierras this might be all the
inspiration you need. Kenneth will be up there somewhere . . .”

John Roberts, “Read it while on a trip to Seattle to climb Rainier. The combination of poetry
Rexroth wrote while backpacking and camping in the mountains with essays, guides, letters etc
creates a pretty interesting pastiche that captures different elements of his relationship with
nature- from the practical to the lyrical. I tended to skim the non-poetry elements, but the poems
themselves were well worth it.”

Ron S., “Having known of Rexroth for 50+ years but not getting to know any of his work this is a
great intro.. Superb collection. Having known of Rexroth for 50+ years but not getting to know
any of his work this is a great intro.”

rusty, “Five Stars. Great book. In very good condition.”

D. J., “Fine Collection by Rexroth. A fine collection as the title would suggest of poems, prose,
letters and newspaper articles of Rexroth's time spent in the Sierra mountains. He would visit
these mountains almost every summer from 1927 to 1967 and come to know them very
intimately, his writings convey the love he had for this wilderness and how important and
precious they were to not only himself but also for everyone. One can see how a young Gary
Snyder would be influenced by Rexroth and himself become an eco-poet, he was also an
influence on Allen Ginesberg , Jack Kerouac and others of the Beat Generation. A good volume
of work and well presented by Kim Stanley Robiinson who gathered all these writings and put
them together into one book.”

Simon Peters, “Christmas gift.. This was a Christmas present. Enjoyed by the recipient. Good
news for them and the donor, me.”

The book by Geneen Roth has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 12 people have provided feedback.
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